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Candidates Announce
Platforms For Race
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Henry
Inks
Marriage Pact
Henry the K is no longer a swinger-if his wife has anything to
ay about it. The king of Washington swingers was m~rried
Saturday in a quick ceremony. in between government business
and a short Mexican holiday.

PEC OK's
s·band Fest
ASUNM's Popular Entertainment Committee (PEC)
turned down an offer to bring Van Morrison to U NM,
and gave approval to a five-band extravaganza to be held
in the football stadium May 26, at their weekly meeting
Friday afternoon.
The vote was unanimous on the stadium show, which
will feature the Steve Miller Band, the Marshall Tucker
Band, Boz Skaggs, Bachman· Turner Overdrive, and the
James Cotton Blues Band.
Two votes were taken on the offer for Van Morrison,
and he lost both times. PEC member Noel Gordon
arrived an hour late, and when he was informed that
Van Morrison had been offered and rejected, he asked

Sea related ''Spare Chaynge" column
on page 5.
that another vote be taken. However, a previous
"abstaining" vote was switched to "no," and the result
remained the same.
A May 19 date for Earl Scruggs was given approval,
and an offer for Hoyt Axton in early June was rejected.
Tentative approval was voted for a Mahavishnu
Orchestra/Electric light Orchestra show and for Doug
Kershaw, based on changing the dates both shows were
offered for.
PEC also voted to help the International Center with
$150 to rent the SUB Ballroom for a free performance
April 4 by a Chinese (Taiwan) dance troupe and to
provide food and other accomodations for them.
The request for $1500 by Fiesta Committee was
tabled for one week, so PEC could be given detailed
estimates on the cost of the band they want to bring
and production costs.

Wednesday, April 3 is considered by many to be an important day for UNM.
Why? Because that's the day that the student body will select student government
from the field of clowns, politicos and candidates.
·
Before any student votes on his or her choice, it always helps to have some idea of
what the various candidates promise, stand for or just say about themselves.
·what they say may or may not be relevant to the offices they seek. But it is not
the job of the LOBO to decide-it is up to the voters.
To get some idea of what's going on and who stands for what before you make
your choice, turn to page two and look over what each candidate has to say.

SUB Food.Price Hike Due
To Wages, U.S. Controls
By DICK KELLEHER
Of the Lobo Staff

Elaine Weinshenker, New
Mexico Union Food Services
manager, said the price increases
in Union f-ood is due to end of
economic price controls set by the
federal government and an
· increau in blu• collar workers'
pay.
ccLast semester we were under
some phase of Uncle Nixon's
guidelines.'' Weinshenker said.
The food service is funded by
the university in about the same
way a department is: the budget is
made up, submitted, and
approved or changed in the same
manner a department's budget is
·
made.
"Our situation is different,"
Weinshenker said. "We have
money coming in through cash
sales."
The Food Services budget for
the fiscal year of 1974 was
$45 0, 725. Weinshenker said,
"This doesn't include
maintenance, building services or
administrative costs.'' She said the
cash income of the food service
pays for these.
She also said that "workers"

Some food items, like donuts,
have increased from 60 to 97 per
cent since the beginning of the
semester. Commenting on this,
she said, "First of all donuts were
never priced right. They were five
cents when the Union opened 14
years ago. It was a nice thing, but
,Jabor costs were too high, and
flour and sugar have tripled in
price in the past few months."
Weinshenker said the Union
makes 95 per cent of the food
served. Items such as frozen pies,
cakes and hamburger and hot dog
rolls are purchased from bakeries.
"Everything else is made from
scratch," she said.
She said the food service is
"trying to satisfy people by
increasing the variety.
.
'"If people are complaining,
then there's a problem. We're
always trying new hamburgers. We
have new rolls. We're hoping the
food is improving."
She said the reason lunchtime
food specials prices are not listed
anymore is that the woman who
made up the price list is no longer
working for the food service. The
price of the food item is now
labeled on the item itself, she said.

3 Athletes
Disregard
BoycOtt
wages went up 20 per cent across
the board last November which
added to food price increases. u
Asked if the bookstore helps
support the Union Food Services,
she said, '"Ibe bookstore is just a
renter and just rents that space
from the Union. Bookstore profits
go into general university funds."
Prices are still going up, and for
people on fixed incomes, meals

Vote On Wednesday
..

get smaller with each price
increase.
'• Basically we try to be a
service. It is a conflict and I'm
aware of it, but we still have the
problem of breaking even. It is a
national problem."

'!be Lobo footballers had their
first controlled football
scrimmage of the spring practice
session Saturday and Coach Bill
Mondt was pleased with the way
things went despit@ the absence of
14 black squad members.
Only three black football
pl.ayers were on hand
Saturday-Chester Goodson
(right), Curtis Akins, and Rick
Jones. Two other blacks didn't
participate because of injury while
the remaining 14· went along with
the general black athletic boycott
which began at UNM last
'Ibursday.
The boycott stems from
baseball coach Bob Leigh's cutting
of a black player from the team
prior to the current season.
..,
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ASUNM Candidates' Statements
ASUNM Presidential

Janice Arnold

•.

The ASUNM Constitution stipulates
the office of President as the official
representative of the Associated
Students. l am makinll only one
promise: If elected President I will take
the student&' needs to the faculty,
administration, Regents, Board of
Educational Finance ·and other
agencies that make decisions regarding
the Universit)' and insure ihat these
agencies kriow how their actions affect
students, I will work for the
implementation of Clinical Education.
I am interested in expandil]g career
opportunities and child care facilities
and programs. ASUNM has many
internal problems which must be
managed. I believe my experienee will
help me to effectively rnanage
ASUNM.
More affects your education than
just the efforts you put into it or the
tuition YO!> pay, With your support I
believe I will be able to significantly
influence and impr9vc your
educational environment at UNM. I
have by no means enumerated the
problems facing us, If you would like
to talk with me about other ideas and
problems, please call me at 2611-2528.

Dave Pederson
I am an undergraduate at UNM and I
feel that our ASUNM government
should be represented by the
undergraduates (the last three years the
ASUNM president has been a lll'aduate
student). I have very diversified
experience In ASUNM government,
with service on the Senate Finance,
Steering, Popular Entertainment and
Fiesta committees. With my extensive
knowledge of ASUNM, I feel that I can
provide needed continuity in student
government. I am not tied to any
particular faction of ASUNM and will
be able to offer a fresh outlook on
student government without sacrificing
governmental expertise.
Albuquerque's new mayor~council
form of government is the type that
has initiated progressive social changes
in other cities when their large
universities have been active and
involved. I propose the following in
order to make UNM active and
involved:
-improve bus service for student
commuters
-<'reate post of UNM ombudsman
-substantial student and faculty
input in forming UNM budget
-student representation on Board of
Regents
-<'ontinued expansion of Clinical
Education.
-inclusion In pte-registration Packet
of questions on activity and athletic

M v name is Gil Gonzales and I atn
runn.ing for ASUNM President with
Ernesto Gomez, who is running for
ASUNM Vice-President.
What we will do if elected is to take
stv.dent government and place it before
the student. This can be done by
h,Qiding periodic forums where views
can be presented and questions can be
asked.
What is ASUNM's role? Is it ~rving
the students? If so, how can you
support its actions? If not, how can It
be changed? These are just a few of the
questions that can be apswered
through face to face contact. If you
think about this, you can realb:e the
potential in presenting a united student
force before the administration, the
regents. and the sta~ legislature, The
idea isn't new, but somehow the
executive branch has preferred to bide
behind closed llooro with secretaries
running interference.
I firmly believe that Emesto Gomez
and I are the only ones that can
accomplish this goaL
As to qualifications, I will stand on
my record as: 1) ASUNM Finance
Committee Chairman for over a year,
2) a proven worker and sponsor of
legislation with the best interest of the
student body in mind, and, a) as a
leader in ASUNM.
Ernesto Gomez is equallY, qualified,
having served two years In ASUNM
Senate, one of which was spent as
President pro-tem. Ernesto has also
proven himself to be a leader both on
campus and in the community.
Take a moment on Wednesday,
April a, to vote for two qualified
people who want to work.

Vice Presidential
student government respond to o1,1r
needs. We need a better way of
evaluating groups for funding. We need
more input from students. I propose to
periodically meet with students and
groups to discuss programs of our
government, Our fees are not being
utiHzed to their fullest and our present
proccd~re
of collections and
distribution must be reexamined. Many
new groups need our organizational
support and input; the office of the
Vice President must be respQnsive to
their needs, and last, but not least, the
administrators must become more
active and responsive members_ of
student government if chang~JJ are to
have the impact and permanence which
will enable us to lll'OW,
On April a I urge you, the students,
to go vote. You decide on the
representatives
want for ASUNM.
I am sure you
decide
ttle best

The reeent past has seen ASUNM as
a voice of student representation
become quite ineffective and border
upon the ridiculous. A large majority
of our student population has become
dissatisfied with this organization but
feel the need for a strong representative
voice to .air grievances, obtain certain
services, or to make public an opinion.
Most importantly, though, the
student body feels a need for a strong
voice to brinK their views to the
University's administration. faculty,
board of regents and the state
legislature in an attempt to resolve
Hello, I'm Gary The Clown. I am the certain inequities in administrative
candidate that has brought to the
policies at UNM.
students more (un and pizza. In those
We suggest that the present ASUNM
wonderous days of yore, large sums of
position in its dealjngs with the above
money· were spent on politer-.
meil tioned _agencies il one of
newspaper advertising, and handbills.
powerlessness! Why? Because we as
But when it all came down, what the students fail to view each other in our
students •were left with was large
common role as student. We instead
quantities of unfulfilled promises and
have a great propensity to divide
useless paper. One possible solution to
UNM 's greatest power potential (i.e.,
this may be to save tholl! handbills and
the student body) along various lines
have a paper airplane contest after the
of particularities excluding our many
election. In my campaign I have given
similarities from our consciousness.
to the students three free pizzas, three
We feel that the main obiectlve of
hats, two books, one box of rolling
UNM students should be to obtain
papers, turkey tetrazzinl w/asparagus, a
power for their representative body by
set of headphones, a comic candle,
attempting to provide a unified
earrings, three pairs of wild wicked • situation; by uniting along those lines
soxs, a water bottle, six Bud cooler
we as students share in common. In
cups, and 1 have only Just begun with
running for office we feel that the key
more fun to come.
to this unity Is COMMUNICATION.
I am the first candidate to date that
The present overall lack of
has launched his campaign in a hot air
communication between student
balloon. I am abo the Innovator of the
organizations prevents the presentation
ioke-telling contest that gave away over
of a unified demand and we suggest
one hundred free records. and on
that &his communicative void is only a
Monday at 12:30 there will he a frisbee
Jack of awareness of each other as
throwing contest in front of the SUB.
.students. Our preconceived notions
There are those who claim I am
about each other prevent us from
trying to buy votes. Tllis simply is not
speaking to or learning about one
true. All the aforementioned Items
another.
were donated by friendly businessmen
We feel that if elected we can draw
(besides, I am a low budget clown).
together the •tudent organizations and
open up a student-wide
communications network through
ASUNM, We will not promise any new
prolll'ams without first obtaining from
you, the student body, the power to
effectively implement them; but most
importantly, we want to push for those
ideas for which you feel the greatest
need exists, and to do this we must all
communicate..

fe~~'

Sandy Rice

Most candidates Cor higher office
usually dangle a "candy coated"
program or use a gimmick in order to
s<lli•it your vote, Instead of following
this n(lrnt, I would like to be totally
out. frunt and straightforward.

The betterment of student
government can come about only if the
students are willing to take a closer
look at the qualifications of the
candfdate_s running~ the problems
facing UNM now, their approacb to the
solutions of these problems, not Just
personalities or causes~ but issues.
As a candidate for the office of Vice
President of ASUNM, I see my role as
not only the President of the Senate
presiding over Wednesday night
meetings, but as an aid and instructor
to senators and students seeking
broader explanations and better
u 11 de r standing abotl t how our
government works.
U elected, I would like to Propose to
the Senate, the students and the
University administralion some basic
changes I feel are needed to· make

-----........

of theo;e two Prolll'ams will be realized
nflxt y~ar. To accomplish this, student
support and adequate funding must be
provided, As ViCe-President, I would
actively solicit support for these
PJogram_s: as with aU other viable
present and future projects.
If one defines the main duty of the
Vice-President as the maintainer of
order in tile Senate, that is not only
absolutely correct but mandatory,
Beca-use of my many years of working
with people, both in industry and in
school, my organizational abilities have
been tested and have proven
themselves. I have also worked on cost
analysis, revising acc_ounting systems,
construction and program planning,
and liaison work between sales and
engineering. My approach and stated ~
position remains: complete
investigative research, preparation,
simplicity, and frugality with both
money and time. If elected
Vice-President of this student body, I
promise to chair a disciplined Senate;
appoint the most competent people to·
chair the various senate committees;
and work closely with the President
and Job by chairman in the. next
leiiislative session.

I am RandY Wright and I want to be
your vice-president. I have been
Chairman of the Elections
CommisSion, an intern in the New
Mexico House of Representatives and
Chairman of the Student Committee
for Investigation. Allow me to
continue on such crusades as better
bookstore service, studcqt input into
related faculty decisions, and more
state money for UNM.
Allow me to work on:
-general ~dvisemcnt center for all
benefits: V .A.. welfare, food stamps,
social security, G.I. Bill, etc.
-bringing the architecture students
from across the street back into our
system.
-an early Santa Fe lobby effort.
-getting the recycling trailers back.
Now is when we need them.
My philosophy on the office is
simple. The "ice-president should
automatically serve as an ombuds~n.
I will do my best to fulfill this
position. If you have a problem, bring
it to me, because I believe that we can
do It-together. ·

I have not done any campaigning
because I know students don"t want to
be bothered by such things as student
goVernment or student budgets.
I feel that my qualifications as the
apathetic Vice Presidential candidate
mean that every student who doesn't
vote expresses a vote of confidence for
me. J expect to lose the election by a
landslide.
On campaigtt issues, I td like to quote
a candidate for Lt .. Governor who said,
UJ don't care what the issues are, I just
want to be elected."
l urge every student to vote down
the entire student budget, or better
Yet, DON'T VOTE.
You will not sec me at the polls this
Wednesday. Not even to eJect some
clown for the office of president.

Senatorial
"The tim_e has come, the walrus said,
to talk of many things, of poems and
prayers and promises, of cabbages and
kings,"
Election time is upon us again.
Students at UNM have heard many
poems and prayel"s and promises of
change from almost every candidate
who ever ran for an ASUNM office.
The question that comes to mind is
how many candidates have ever
fulfilled his/her campaign promises?
Last year I ran on a platform
advocating several changes and
improvements on the UNM campus.
Our platform achieved many of our
original goals. For example, improved
safety and lighting on campus., to na,me
one of the many. [ have worked on
many assorted projects such as
iiJlproved lighting on campus. the Rape
Crisis Center, dorm projects and
improvements~ and the Jist goes on. I
have also served on various committees
such as Steering Committee, Speakers
Committee, University Community
Fok'Um, and served as. chairperson of
the Presidential Appointments
Committee.
I cannot be accused of saying
something because it was the right
thing to say or because it was
politically expedient. The most
important thing I can offer the student
body is my continued willingness to
work for them. You may not always
agree with me, but together we have a
fighting charice. Election time is a time
when most .Politicians say they can
please all of the people all of the time.
I am realistic enough to realize that
that just isn't the case. So, if re--elected,
I will continue to work for you, the
student body, and pledge an open ear
at all times; for I am rcprescnting you.
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(Continued from page 2)
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Statements

.-cgards to student government. Many
students are man-ieQ, a large numbe-r
hold down jobs and some even work
fuU time, Every student at UNM has
other interests impm:tant to him or her
beside$ schqol, and most are · her4;!
primarily iust to learn. That gives those
who are active in student government
an even ~eater responsibility to run it
honestly and effectively.
Some of my goals in Senate will be:
To promote greater interaction
between UNM and the surrounding
community, to strengthen student
lobbying ertorts in Santa Fe, to make
the ASUNM student government more
open to the press and students and
more visible and viable to the
surrounding community, and to
include some operatiOns at KNME ..TV
in our clinical education Programs,
since that station does .tecejve financial
support from the University,

political proposals, Two that 8fe of
special interest to me are the students'
evalu~tion:i of professors and the
proposal to eliminate the usc of social

security numbers here on c~mpus 1 in
accordance with the Invasion of
Privacy Campaign of the NMCLU. With
a few more competent, interested
people in it, the Senate could become a

rallying point for important interests
of the campus community.
I've always wanted to be elected,
and here's your opportunity to make
someone's fondest dream come true.
I'd be good at it, and I want to do it,
so I hope youtll give me the chance.
Please take a few ininutes of your time
on Wednesday to vote in the ASUNM
eJections. If elected, I WILL serve.
Thank you.

The Bike Shop, Inc.
823 Yale S.E.
842-9100

Sporting Goods

Hours
Mon-Sat 9:30-6

Joe Samora
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As a candidate for ASUNM Senate, I
have definite ideas about things that
can be done to improve our campus.
However, instead of telling you what I
plan to do if elected senator, I would
like fellow students to tell me what
they want to see done. If C'lc-cted, I
would be a PC'rson with no outside
commitments, therefore abl£> to ~rve
every student. I would always be
willing to list'-~n to any student and
present their vic..'ws, not mine, in the

Al!right, let's get straight to the
point, As you arc awa1.·c, the position
of S(!nator is one which should ·Ue
tah:en seriously and rcquirfs time,
thought., and downright worlt, for
ultimat<'ly if the senate fails. it is not
on Jy the student governm('nt who
suffers, but also us, Lac1t of
participation in voting, activities. and
lt>gisla tion has shadowed a truh·
reprl'st.•ntative governmrnt of our

(Continued on page 8)

ARE YOU
BEHIND IN YOUR
READING?
WORRIED ABOUT ALL THE READING YOU'VE
PUT OFF? FINALS START IN ONLY 6 WEEKS!
THERE'S STILL TIME TO MAKE IT-I~YOU-

'I

fibercraft materials

Allhough most of what the Senate
does is invisible~ there arc really a Jot
of good things coming out of that
lll'OUP in the way of funding and

yarns • fibers • books
weaving supplies
looms • assistance
401 romero, n.w.
old town 243·0655
10·6, closed mondays

(WINTER
.
CLEARANCE
SALE

30% OFF
Parkas by Rscente
I,,,

.I

II ~
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Wool Sweaters Fl Hots
Gloves
Ski Accessories
Rprill-Rpril 6

Mountains
and Rivers
2210 Central SE
268-4876

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow read.ing problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
{Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better under·
standing.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Ouit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half-a-million graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,
6:30 or 8:00 P.M,
Room231-D
Student Union Building
UNMCampus

I
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And introducing the TAKARAJapan's finest cycle.
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(continued on page ~).

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is Pub ..
li&hl'(l Monday through Fri~ ,y every
•·cguh~r week of the -univeuity year
nnd wcclt:ly during the summer session
b.v the lloar1l of Student Publications or
the Unh•et·sity of New Mexico, nnd is
not finnncinlly nssociated with UN.M.
s~cond cln:;s JIOStn~:e JlRid at Allluquel'~
•1u~. N(!W M(!xi,•o 87131. Subs('t'iption
rate is $7.50 for the m·adernic' .Yl'J1r.
The npiniom; t!XJ)f<'.'i:St'd on th<:> cell ..
torinl Jmi-W:i of Th,, llnily Lobo nn•
thos(.• M thl;' IUJthor ~olrJy. llnt;il-tncd
opinion is thnt or tlw t•ttitorinl honrd
of 'l'tw Unily Lobo, Nothimt prinh•cl in
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Kit
' .. Goodfriend

4102, 277-4202

I

ASUNI\l Senate can bt• anything we
want it to be. If used Pl'Op(>rly it ~an bC!a puwcrfu) volcf.lo in the affairs or Ute
University, and I am willing to put
forth the DC!C'essary e-ffort to insurt.,
that our voice will bt." heard. 1 urge aU
studL"nts to vott~ as the first step in
making our voic-(•s h<'ard here at UNM~

Unlike what most candidates saY
around election time, I am not worried
much about student apathy with

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquet·que, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277-

I

I

There are several programs still in
the conceptual stage that some
devoted, energetic, and dedicated
students are trying to see materlalited.
The first is Ralph Nader's brainchild,
PIRG (Public Information Research
GroUp). The second proiect, which I
would he instrumental in initiating at
this university, would be a Child Night
Care Center which would remain open
five evenings per week until to o'clock
p.m. I hope that the potential of each

Spring into Summer!

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 77
No. 120
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senate.

I plan to concentrate on how the
senate works. The ASUNM senate
needs to improve the efficiency of its
operations. I feel this can be
accomplished through legislation
establishing qualifications for ASUNM
senators, as well as requiring
attendance by senators at senate
meetings. I intend to work in these
areas during the coming year.
As a senator during the last year I've
been active as a co-sponsor of the bill
establishing the ASUNM Coffee House
as well as working for improved and
increased lighting on campus and
assisting Sen. Abraham on the ASUNM
Cdp to Tucson.
As chairperson of the Steering and
Rules Committee, I have worked on
the proposed constitutional
amendments, the new procedures for
vQting on the ASUNM budget,
updating the present ASUNM
law·book, and the establlsltment of
procedures fat summer spending by
ASUNM. I plan to continue working
on arranging student use of the
Wide-Area Telephone System (WATS)
as well as the program I've recently
proposed for student evaluation of
professors.
I'm also serving on a commi ~tee
which is studying the UNM Lo)>o,
which will report to the Student
Publications Board within several
weeks as to our recommendations on
the paper's format in the future.
Lastly, I feel my record Is one of
experience and responsiveness to and
for the student, and ( ask your support
in Wednesdayfs election to continue
my work in these and other areas.

New Mexico
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~ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Call266-7322 for Information/Student Plan
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Roger Makin

News Editor
Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

'MAYlE IT'S JUST MY IMAGINATION, lUI • ••
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Fighting Apathy

Registers His Endorsement For VP Candidate
It is once again time for
students to turn their attention to
the numerous campus politicos
who have emerged for the
traditional spring rites of ASUNM
general elections. Although there
seem to be a number of clowns
running (as alwaysl, this should
not deter us from seriously
considering the candidates from
the standpoint of experience and
competence. One candidate for
the office of Vice-President is
admirably qualified in both
respects-Randy Wright. As
chairman of the Student
Committee for Investigation and
past chairman of the Elections
Commission, RandY Wright has
shown himself to be a tireless
worker in the students' interests.
Mr. Wright was one of the most
competent chairmen of the
Elections Commission in recent
memory, as evidenced by the last
election in which every ballot was
accounted for, results were
speedily announced, and
complaints were mmimal.
As chairman of the SCI, Mr.
Wright has shed light on some of
the most controversial issues at the
University. The SCI has
investigated the campus police,
the bookstore, parking services,
and the highly charged dispute

On Wednesday, April 3, the students of UNM will
have the opportunity to elect a new ASUNM president,
vice-president and ten new ASUNM senators. They will
also have the chance to vote on each recommendation
for the 1974-75 budget that this year's senate finally
decided on. Also on the ballot will be constitutional
questions that must be either approved or rejected by
the student body.
Whatever the general consensus may be about the
worth of student government, the budget and the
constitutional revisions, the fact remains that these
questions are indeed important ones and the students of
UNM should take an active interest in them.
But that's just the problem. Only a minute portion of
the eligible voters on this campus ever take the time to
vote in an ASUNM election, and the small turnout has
produced some very large problems in the past. Last
year, approximately 2200 people voted. Last semester's
election brought out about 1700 voters.-So in the last
year a total of only 3800 people voted in the elections.
If you don't like the way things are being run on this
campus or you aren't satisfied with the present structure
of student government, please vote on Wednesday. You
are the ones that make the final decisions, if you care
enough to take the time to do it.

over changes in the grading
system. While the rest of student
government failed to come to
grips with problems with which
students are most concerned,
Randy Wright and his committee
have brought student complaints
directly before the responsible
administration officials. This Is
the kind of leadership ASUNM

needs if it is to dispel its
reputation as a circus.
Randy Wright has not tried to
avoid the big issues on campus,
but has met them head-on. When
students go to the polls on April
3, it will be in their best interestS
to vote for Randy Wright for
Vice-President.
R. H. Summers

Nothing But Regression
The Senate's recent vote to
revise the death penaltY is a very
distressing revelation. It was
ironic that the news of this
appeared in headlines in
newspapers the day after the
television a iring of the drama
"The EKecution of Pvt. Slovik."
·While watching the dramatized
execution, I was sickened and
could not believe that such an
action took place. In what
instances does a judge decide that
this is the only acceptable
sentence? Does the Senate or
President have the right to impose
such a responsibilitY on our
judges and our juries?
One act meriting the death
penaltY under consideration is
kidnapping. Has the recent move
to revise the death penalty been
due to the kidnapping of a very

wealthy man's daughter? An act
of kidnapping can never be
justified, and It is really sad that
some people are driven to acts of
coercion to obtain money for a
food distribution for the poor.
One aspect about the members
of the Senate and how they voted
on· the death plmalty ·question
makes me retain what little faith I
have left in Congress. One of
those men in the Senate has had
two of his brothers assassinated
and yet, he was one of the few
who voted against the bill.
When I instill values In my
child and he begins to examine
them, what will he learn of
societY? He will learn that there is
a double standard. There does not
seem to be any progression left,
only regression.
Christine Whitten
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Qt~annge r
by Charles Andrews

The musical morons on the
Popular Entertainment
-~
Committee (PEC) have done it
~
::;: again.
Only one week after saying yes
~ by the slimmest of margins to a
z proposed concert by the Grateful
.Q Dead (discussed at length in last
Friday's "Spare Chaynge"), they
&: have once again blatantly
showcased their plebian tastes by
turning down Van Morrison (see
story on p. 1 ).
This is the same committee that
brings you Deep Purple,
tomorrow night at the Arena.
Certainly intelligent, informed
people can disagree on something
as subjective as musical tastes, but
vague lines can and should be
drawn which at least separate art
from trash. Egotistical as I am, I'd
never tell you my word is the last
word on music. But I read most of
the national popular musical
publications regularly, and I count
as friends and acquaintances many
of the people in Albuquerque who
are heavily into music-musicians,
promoters, record store owners
and managers, disc jockeys, ticket
agents, critics. I haven't surveyed
them all, but I can say with
assurance that their unqualified
praise of artists like, say, Van
Morrison or the Grateful Dead,
would be nearly unanimous, while
a band like Deep Purple would be
nearly unanimously vilified. The
same can be found in the
respected national publications.
In the final vote on Morrison,
Noel Gordon and Dave Pederson
voted yea; Linda Kleinfeld and
Rodney Lujan repeated their
idiocy of last week by voting no,
joined by Steve Schroeder in an
untypical lapse of taste.
A few of us who were outraged
by the decision lobbied in the
halls after the meeting, trying to
convince PECcrs that not only
was the Van Morrison offer an
unusual opportunity to present a
remarkably gifted and important
artist, but it would be an almost
certain money·maker. Morrison is
unbelievably cheap to present at
only $750o-it would take only
3000 people to Jet the promoter
break even. We also worked on

8

:.

the promoter, and he seemed to
be at least half-way convinced
that if the University turned him
down he would be wise to do the
show somewhel·e else, probably
the Civic Auditorium. But even if
that happens it means no student
discounts, and putting up with the
Civic's bad vibes.
Schroeder and Lujan seemed to
base much of their negative
decisions on a belief that very few
people would want to see him,
Schroeder, strongly, and Lujan, a
bit reluctantly, said they might
reverse their decision if it were
shown to them that a number of
students wanted to see Van
Morrison.
So here's your chance. If you're
as outraged as I am over being
denied the opportunity to see Van
Morrison and his outstanding new
band (listen to his great new live
double album), let PEC know.
'lbeir phone number is 5602; but
better yet, get it in writing-drop
me a note at the LOBO, in person
or through campus mail, and I'll
make sure they get it. You don't
have to be nasty, just emphatic;
but it's numbers that count.
It's unfortunate we have a PEC
that has to be educated. Maybe
that will change after the
elections.

Don Pancho's has finally lined
up a great schedule, much to the
relief of manager Mike Quinn,
who was able to exert a little
influence this time but is usually
at the mercy of DP's chain
executives in New York.
When Chaplin's "Modern
Times" ends Tuesday, "Grande
Bouffe" will make its
Albuquerque premier. Starring
Marcello Mastroianni, it's a sath·e
on excess, gast1·onomical and
sexual. The trailer I saw looked,
uh, delicious.
After that comes a Bogm·t
double-header, "The Mallese
Falcon" and "Casablanca,"
probably his two best. The
following .week will be split Lhree
ways, among "The Bolshoi
Ballet," the complete "Swan
Lake" by the Leningrad Kirov

Ballet, and "The Soviet Army
Song and Dance Ensemble," a
company of 200. This is the first
American engagement of this
"Russian Ballet Film Festival,"
and should bring Albuquerque's
many dance freaks out in force.
Following the dancers is the
rctum of "The Godfather" (one
of the finest films made in years),
··then Zefere IIi's "Romeo and
Juliet" and "Bang the Drum
Slowly," followed by a great
Cagney double, "Public Enemy"

and "Each Dawn I Die."
Next will come Jules Feiffer's
"Little Murders" (Elliot Gould)
and "Th.e Discrete Charm of the
Bourgoisie," then "Sleuth" and
''Heartbreak Kid,"
Livr. Mcrirw l.nhslnrs
Frm>h St!ufomf
l~rtl$h

Prou•n S1•ufcmd
Whoinsnln- Hr~lnll

Why HORACE MANN Auto Insurance?
Just call Jim Duddy.at 265-5873.
127-A Jefferson N.E.
Also ask about Renters & Homeowners prolcclion.

ziG:zAG ROACH RANCH

Horace Mann Educators
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127-A Jefferson N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

Hours 10·10

starting April I

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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Mon.-Thurs. 11 am-midnight
Fri. & Sat. 11 am·1 am
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SPANISH DANCE COMPANY

I

1607 Carlisle S.E.

I

MARTA CASTILLO

I

I

1

(at Gibson)

I

Expires April15

1

WITHSlNGER

L __ ,CQUPON.---1
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MORAIMA MUNOZ

DOMINGO ALVARADO

FEATURING THE RENOWNED FLAMENCO GUITARIST

EMILIO PRADOS

NOTICE

"VIRTUOSITY''
Anna !<.•s:stlgotf. New Yotlf Times

.,BRILLIANT''
If you are interested in joining other
Jewish Student Union-Hillel students
and faculty for a second night seder on
Sunday, April 7, call anytime and leave
your phone number.

Jewish Coummunity Council
266-5641
Evenings Call
Harvey Kessler-294·5275
Verrity Mandall-298-2250
Sonny Altstock-296-4032

Walter Tetf)', Safurday Rt!w-iew

\

"ANOTHER STAR •••
ANOTHER STATISTIC
IN DANCE HISTORY"
Greet Johnson. Cue Matnine

Saturday, April 13, 1974
Tickets 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00
UNM students Y2 price

......

No Charge
Telephone 277-3121

It is very important for us to know
today, so please call immediately.

Netters Zip Tigers
By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sports Editor

Showing too much strength
thi'Oughout the lineup for small
Colorado College, UNM's netters
recorded their third shutout of
the season Saturday morning on
the Girard courts and upped the
Lobo season record to 4-4.
Coach <Joe Ferguson's men in
white (actually Hernando Aguirre
wore very little, if any, white),
who blanked NMSU twice earlier
this season, had an easy time with
the Tigers. Colorado College
which is 6-1 after the loss, doe;
not have any scholarship athletes
except in hockey.
Using a juggled lineup which
saw Hernando Aguirre playing
number one singles (instead of
two), Peter Arndt playing second
singles (instead of three), and
B1•ad Coleman playing third

Base bailers
Lose Three

'Chapman CoJlege completed a
three-game sweep over the UNM
baseballers Saturday by taking a
doubleheader, 4-2 and 3-0. The
Panthers opened the series at their
home park in Orange, Calif.,
Friday, with a 10-3 victory over
the Lobos.
UNM's record had dropped to
17-10 and the team was trying to
break a four-game losing streak
going into Sunday's single game
with Cal-Fullerton.
The Lobos and pitcher Kent
Seaman led 3-1 going into the
seventh inning of Fl"iday's game
bc.>fore Chapman exploded for
four runs that inning and five in
the next frame. Don Junick, 4-0
on the year, had trouble in relief
giving up six runs in less than two
innings, though Seaman (2·3) got
the loss.
In the first game Saturday,
UNM outhit Chapman 10-8 but
Ron Adair, 3-1, walked seven men
hurting his and the Lobo cause.
Rich Olson suffered his loss
against three victor.ies in the
second game as Panther pitcher
Jim Kendall blanked UNM on
three hits-a double by Mark
Hiller and singles by Mike
Pettenuzzo and Lloyd Thompson.
While UNM Coach Bob Leigh
had his troubles winning in
California, the troubles will be
greater in Albuquerque-and not
only because his team faces
number-one ranked Arizona here
this weekend. Harold Bailey, the
spokesman for the boycotting
black athletes, is still demanding
Leigh's resignation.

singles (instead of first), UNM
won every match. Aguirre bested
Mike Murphy 6-3, 6-2; Arndt
drowned John Howe 6-0, 6-0; and
Coleman took Glenn Miller 6-2
6-2.
•
'
"We have three people qualified
to play number one," Ferguson
said. "There's not much
difference between them. Aguirre
and. Coleman ha_ve been splitting
the1r matches m practice and
Arndt has been playing so well he
should be in there. I'll' be
;~lternating them at number one•
it's good for their egos."
'
The coach had praise for all
three netters after Saturday
morning's competition. Ferguson
said Aguirre was a "cool
tactician" out there and that
Arndt was hit.ting the corners 1111d
1·eturning his opponent's best
shots.
"I won't argue a bou t 1t,
· ''

',

.,

.i

Coleman said of not playing in the
top spot for the first time this
year. "It was coach's decision. I
don't think I've done such a bad
job at number one singles (5-2).
Lennart Berquist, who
Ferguson said "is too good to be
playing at number four," netted a
6-2, 6-0 victory, Jerry Garver and
Mike Owen, who had only three
victories between them going into
the Colorado College match, were·
the other singles winners.
Ferguson has been pointing out
all season that he has "too many
freshmen" on the team. Coleman
Bergvist, Garver, and Owen are ari
first year netters, but· the coach
admits the first two aren't typical
freshmen. Coleman played in a lot
of junior tournaments in Texas
while the 20-year·old Bergvist was
the Swedish junior champion.
"Owen and Garver are what
you call freshmen freshmen,"
Ferguson said. "You can say
they're getting their baptism this
year. You expect your number
five and six singles players to win
more than they lose but that
hasn't been the case."
The "freshmen freshmen" were
w!nners ~atl!rday, t~ough. Along
WIth thCJr smgles trmmphs, they
teamed to take third doubles, 6-4,
6-3. The Amdt-Aguirre duo won
at first doubles, 6-3, 6·2, while
Colcmnn-Bergvist netted the
number two doubles win, 6·2, 6-1.
This Friday and Saturday,
UNM hosts Arizona and Colorado
in a triangular match indoors.
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L o b o Ma t t He n r y 's
Of tho Sports Staff
come-from-behind quarter mile
.::·~
All but one of the black Lobo segment of the mile relay. Henry
~
tracksters sat out a dual meet with trailed the Arizona man by close
.~ Arizona Saturday afternoon, to 220 yards when he was handed
~ going along with the boycott that the baton. His "steam engine"
::;: began last Thursday, and that style gained at least 110 yards,
helped enable the Wildcats to post maybe more, on the blueclad
~ a 91-67 victory over UNM.
Wildcat. UNM lost though because
z
The
boycott
stems
from
alleged
some
of its usual rel;1y men were
,_ discriminatory practices on the participating
in the boycott.
t, part of baseball coach Bob Leigh.
Henry, who also showed
If Specifically, the boycott is being stupendous form with a blue
! directed at Leigh's decision before ribbon clocking of 1:54.6 in the
the season began to cut the only 880 yard run, said the secret to
black baseballer on the Lobo his consistent strong finishes was
squad.
continual practice and even the
Blacks absent ·rroll1 Saturday's experience he acquired as a prep
1:
[,
competition included sprinter speedster for Albuquerque's Del
Walter Henderson, quartermiler Norte High School.
~,
Michael Solomon, long-jumpers
Henry said he "hopes the
I
Bob Nance and Tom Kent, boycott doesn't continue"
hurdler Melvin Powers, hammer because they are "really nice
thrower Clarence LaMarr, and guys," and a team that loses that
quartermilers Elliott Skinner and many athletes is bliund to suffer.
Fred James. One black, freshman
Other UNM track team
Jose LaPorte from Juana Diaz, members felt about the same way.
Puerto Rico, did compete.
Long distance man Matthew
''Everything has been great Segura, said he hopes the boycott
until now," Coach Hugh Hackett will end, but he thinks it would
said before the meet.
have been better to aim the attack
He added, "The tactics used by solely at Coach Leigh, and not
the strike promoters were against Hackett and the track
questionable," referring to blacks
program. Segura also said, "I
from Afro-American Studies who
might have done the same thing"
he said were meeting the athletes i f i t h a d i n v o I v e d a
at the entrance gate.
Spanish-American.
Although the track and field
Arizona's Ed Mendoza endured
artists at University Stadium did
the grueling one and three mile
miss their black colleagues, there _!UIIS with first place times of
were superb performances in a
few events. Ingemar Jernberg,
UNM's Swedish pole-vaulting
wizard, continued his champion
exhibitions by swooping over the
bar at 16-8, one inch below the
record set by Jernberg previously.
Garland Prater of UNM placed
first in the javeJin wHh a throw of
216-3V.. Lobo Randy Withrow
Alia Rakha. Tab/a
muscled his shot put to a winning
Nodu Mullick, TamiJOura
57-1 and he placed second in the
discus behind teammate Steve
Frederick.
ApriiJ-8:00 P.M.
The steeplechase was won by
Civic Auditorium
UNM's Jay Miller who looked
very strong, easily outdistancing
his competition. His time was
Tickets at:
9:41.8. Miller said his time "was
good for me." However, he did
SUB Box office; Music II;
say the winds, which blew all
Budget Tapes & Records;
afternoon, hampered his efforts.
Riedling's Downtown.
Probably the best all-out effort
viewed by the small crowd was
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Lunches Daily at OKIE'S
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Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1
!
. . .
11-2 p.m.
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ABSENTEE
BALLOTS

~Alit
SHAN~A~

for Spring Election
( Photo

by~B~o;~b;~;,~~=:

Hernando Aguirre serving during
his number one singles win
Saturday morning.

Three Dolphins
Jump Leagues
NEW YORK (UPI)-Larry
Csonka, hero, prime mover and
MVP in Miami's one-sided Super
Bowl win, jumped to the new
World Football League Sunday
along with Dolphin teammates
Jim Kiick and Paul Warfield, all
signing with the Toronto
Northmen for ·a $3 million
package-the largest ever put
together in the entire history of
sports.

Absentee Ballots
are available ·in
ASUNM Govern- i
ment Office for all!
people who are in- 1
terested in voting
but will not be in
school April 3rd.

By HAROLD SMITH

..

.o

loboland Water Hole: UNM's Jay Miller makes a splash as he negotiates
the steeple-chase Saturday at University Stadium. He made a bigger
splash in winning the event in 9:41.8. Teammate Ken Stalter, getting
ready to jump in too, was third.

Arizona Wildcats, Boycott
Defeat Lobo Track Team

,I

Randy Wtlght
Student's Candidate for Vice-President
Voting at
the SUB, La Posada. Heady's Garage,
Civil Engineering, and the library.

Just remember who's been working for you.
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lnttoductoty Lectute
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Tronscendentol meditation

I

as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
·I
I

8:00 P.m. Tuesday, April 2

·r

Ii
•
I
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·~

SUB Room 250-C
(free to the public)

. · -·

4: 17. 5 and 14:45.5, ~e&pectivcly.
Lobo Blair Johnson gave Mendoza
a good race in the 12 lapper and
came in second.
Next weekend the Lobos will
take on Northern Arizona and the
Air Force Academy at the
Stadium.

Sand paintings
Findings
Rocks

Authentic Indian
Handmade Jewelry

Pottery
Baskets
Rugs

Zuni & Navajo

ZUNI QUE
324 SAN fELIPE, N.W. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87104
OLD TOWN PLAZA
PHONE 765-1714

Career Opportunities in New Mexico
Tuesday Only
Interested in living and working in New Mexico? We have some
suggestions.
Come to a Career Expo of opportunities in business and management in
New Mexico.
The second annual Career Expo, a week-long informational session
hosted by select businessmen and public sector managers who know New
Mexico, will be held April 1-5 in room 124 of the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.
No preregistration is required. You may attend one session or many.
Career Expos is open to everyone who wants to know What opportunities
there are to stay in New Mexico and find a career in New Mexico .
Tuesday, April 2, 9:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

Major Business: Construction, Manufacturing Firms
Independent Business: Chamber of Commerce. Construction.
Real Estate, Retailing. Franchising

April 1-5, Room 124, The School of Business and Administrative Sciences
School of Business and Administrative Sciences,
Graduate Association of Business Students
Delta Sigma Pi

The Cultural Program Committee
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Attention Student Patrons
The proposed ASU~\f Bucl~et provides the Cultural Program Committee. with $.30,000.00

I

~OYNT

15¢Beer

This monev
. is used exclusively to enable us to offer you the 75%
discount on season .subscriptions and 50% discount on single ticket
purchases.

If this item of the budget doe.Y not pass, the discount policy will
regretfully har:e to IJe discontinued.

in Pepino's

I

Family Room

·I
- - - - · HYPNOSIS

/r

. I,

8:00 PM-10:00 PM
I

.
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Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

4310 Central SE

TIME lHOUR5)

Transcendental Meditation produces in 15 min.
a deeper rest than gained during sleep .

:

Central Location Only
.........
. _. ......
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To Preserve Your Discounts
Vote YES on the Line Which Reads

Cultural Program Committee

5)

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Bat•••; 1,,,. 1'<'1' wonl per <In~· with n
::: l.lltl l'<'r .tm· minimiH>1 l'l11ll'ftc, or 64'
Pt'r wol'd i't'l' tl:tY with 11 tlllt' !lC'r dn~·
minimum t•h;tl'l-!<' !'or at!~ llUhli<'hl'll Iii'!.'
or 11HII't' •'t•n:<~.'<'Utin• tiny,;,
'1\•l·m~: l'nynwnt must be mnd!.' in full
PEHSO~ALS

II

--·- ·-·-·-- -- --------A GOODFRmND. Vote KIT GOOD·

FRllo;ND iucumbnnt ASUNM Sc11atc.
4/1
NEW :MI~XICO PUBLIC' INTEREST Rc·
>~t•nn•h Grt>lll' i:; now Ol'l::nnidng on cnmpu,;. You cnn piny n vital role. For ad·
11itionnl infm·nmtion, $ee our table in the
SUB or come by ot~r office: 2026 Mesa
Vi~ta Hnll.
4/5
LOOKING FOR BARGAINS? Come to
HCMC Thrift Shop in hospital basement,
Tuesdays 9 am.-4 pm., Fridays 10 am.-2
pm. Donations of used ~:Jothing, etc, also
needed.
4/3
ELECT SANDY RICE, ASUNM Vice
President. Vote. An experienced proven
worker.
4/3
W A N T E D : GARY THE CLOWN for
ASUNM President,
4/2
GARY THE CLOWN needs your help.
Cnl!.2_45·?185,
4/1
FREE GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies.
Call 292-0iill or 842·8454-Joe Allen. 4/1
-------. ...
=VERY FEW PEOPLE can listen without
talking. Most people can talk without
listening. It is very rare that people can
talk and listen. We try. Call AGORA.
277-3013.
4/6
--~-·
WHY GO TO COOK'S and pay more? We
have Tennis equipment, Paddle ball stuff
and other sporting ~oods-always on
special. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
tfn
842·9100.
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP T You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dal)y
Lobo. Apply in Pel'llon at the Lobo, room
158 of Student Publications.
WANTED: ONE BEDROOM apt. or
'"house ln a nice neighborhood. .Married
couple to occupy April thru August. CaD
David 268·6628 or 277·4002,

LOST&FOUND

2)

FOUND: A FEMALE Husky pup. Colum·
St. SE, 255·1458. _,
4/4
CONCHO BELT wu left women's lounge,
3rd floor, Ortega Monday afternoon 26
March. Nice reward. No questions asked.
Call 277-5907.
4/4
FOUND: One lady's ring In Scholes Hall.
Identify and claim. 277·2931.
4/3
FOUND: Coin P~l'lle containing ken and
money at Stanford & Sliver. ldentlb A
::.::_
claim. rm 206 Journalism.
FOUND: Man's watch In Dec. Contact
Barbara, Computing ~enter, 27~
FOUND: Black beaded eiMP PUI'IIe near
Mesa Vista. Claim in Journalism 20&.
LOST: March 13, black hom-rim glasses in
black case, PopeJoy lobby. Reward. 256·
1819.
4/1
-~Ia

____
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SERVICES

HYPNOSIS: a scientific mental technique
for study-Improvement, confidence, and
control. For a free informative. brochure
write or call: Center Cor Hypnosis,
Lomu Medical Office Plaza, Suite 210,
10701 Lomas N.E., Albuquerque, N. 1\1,
87112. 292·0370.
4/1
KUJU.KEMBO KEMPO KARATE-private
lessons at your home. Two or more stU•
dents at a time. $15 monthly, 898-0262.
4/2
LANDSCAPING, LAWN CARE, low
monthly rates. Call 898·9011, 843·9~31.
4/2
IMAGE5-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap•
J)Jicatlon photographs. Close, qUick, sane.
2312•A Central SE. Behind Butterftelds.
266.9967.
1/S

prior to insl:!rti()n of advertisement.
Wht!I'C; J om·nnlism Building, Room 205,
or by mail
Cln»Rified Advertising
UNM P.O. Do:x 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

3l

SERVICES

liA V m YOU BEEN OVERCHARGED?
Gotten an Inferior product? or bad service? or having trouble with your ]andlord? If so, call CONSUMER AFFAIRS
at 277-51305 or come into room 248 in the
SUD between 12:30·4:30, We can help
you I Research and Consumer Aft'aira.
4/23
HAUL your junk quick. Any load, any road,
Call Seth anytime, 281·5862,
4/2
PA&SPORT. IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices In town, fast, pleasmg,
Jlolear UNM. Call 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N,E.
U.GAL SERVICES, UNM Law School
Clinical Program otrel'll legal services
tor studenta and etatr. Furnished by
nualifled Jaw students under facult7 supervision. AvRIIablllty limited to th011e
whose assets and Income do not exceed
established guidelines, 60t registration
fee, Call 277-2913 or 277·3604 for In·
formation and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Studenta of UNM.
tfn

11

FOR RENT

ONE, TWO, & THREE room efficiencies
furni11hed. Near downtown & UNM. 2427814.
4/5
THREE-BDRM house for rent, furnished,
Ncar downtown & UNM. 242-7814. 4/5
DES'l' APT. VALUE-Columbian West, 1
block to UNM. Luxury apts., swimming
pool, recreation room, refrigerated air,
full security, 209 Columbia. Call 268·
8934, 268·1006,
4/10
ROOMMATE WANTED for 4·bedroom
house, 3 blocks from U.NM, $50, 8420820.
.
4/1
2 DDRM ADOBE, fireplace, garage, small
Patio, 4 blocks from campus, $175. 268·
7603.
4/2
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-1 & 2 Bd11. Furp, & Unfum.•
Utilities Included. Pool, gas barbeque,
large balconies. sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeda permitted. From
$15!t.OO, 8201 Marquette NE-288·8071.
~tudentl A profeuon welcome II I
THE CITADEL1 efllclency and one bed·
room, reaaonaole renta from SlSO, mod
furnishings and ehag carpeting, deluxe
electric kitchen, 11wlmmlng pool, reerea·
tlon room, card room, pool table, eecurity guards, walldn1r dilltance to UNM,
1620 Unlvel'llltv NE, 2~8·2~94.
4/12
LEAD &; ASH SE,· Lucaya House Apartments, Full seeurlt)o, all utilities pald1
emciency. 1126/mo. 1-bdrm 11118/mo.
2·bdrm 1186/mo. Call Jim at 8t3·7632
or 266·9693.
tin
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F'OR SALE

30 MILES PER GALLON-1966 Triumph
convertible 1200, in good ehape and
mechanical condition, 4739 1sJeta SW,
9: 00 am. to 6 pm.
4/3
1954 HARDLY DAVIDSON CHOPPER,
1200cc. Rebuilt engine and transmission
(Jots of chrome), $1700. 243-1931 after
5:00 pm,
4/1

;.p

FOR SALE

AUDITORIUM SPEAKER system, RCA
4/1
84" wide, $175. 344·2393,
KENWOOD 505 compact receiver w/builtin PE 2011) turnt11ble, pair rectilinear XI
llPcakera and Kenwood KX-7010 cassette
deck that needs some work. Sell a~> sYstem
~· $400. 268-8595 after 6 pm.
4/4
1912 .1AN'S DRESS Suit (tails), 1923 tux:·
~ ~n_!i!!~e clothin'!!. ~.~6-9024,
4/4
TURQUOISE & DIAMONDS set in gold.
Unusual engagement and wedding rings.
Charly Romero. 268-3896. ··~ · - - .• ~/3
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 5 & 10 speeds,
from $79,95, Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaras, THE DIKE SHOP,
. 823 Yale SE! 8~2-9.100.
tfn
'66 CHEVELLE, 55000, Original mileage,
Factory air conditioning, $200. 18:U Sil·
ver Ave SE, #2.
4/2
SOFAS, ONE SECTIONAL, one vinyl.
Two tables, oak. Good condition. 344·
6882,
.
4/1
1963 FORD WINDOW VAN. Rebuilt. 6-cyl.
New Paint covers tires nice, $750. Also
1959 Ford % PU SWD rebuilt, 6-cyJ.,
f'xceptional $550, Nick, 268-8175. Mike,
299.7()71.
4/2
FLOOR LOOI\1 for sale. 36-inch reed. Jack
type, $200 firm. 265-3916 evenings. 4/4
.LOVEABLE GREAT DANE PUPPY.
Black male, 10 weeks old, AKO J;"egistered,
. reasonable, 766-6~53.
4/2
'73 GMO JIMMY. 4-wheel drive, $3950. 268·
'7603.
4/2
1969 FIAT SPIDER, good condition,
31,000 miles, good conditiop, $975. (821·
0420).
4/1
DIRT Riders I 1972 OSSA Pioneer 250cc,
1900 miles, 299-8944 (work), 265-0864,
4/1
296·1343.
WHILE THEY LAST. Back fMues of the
Daily Lobo al;'e sold for lOt each In Student Publications Business omce room
206, Journalism Bulldln~r.
6)

EMPLOYMENT

ATTRACTIVE UNINHIDITED Females
for Part-time figure modeling, P.O. Box
'7143, Old Albuquerque Station.
4/2
CHILD CARE: $1.75/hr. Girls, ''7·10:
MTWF 3 :16·5 :30, Th 1 :30·4 :00. 268·
3805 after 6.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Australia, Europe, S,
America, Africa. Students-all profes·
slons apd occupatlon11 $700 to $3000
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sightinformation.
TRANS
seeing,
free
WORLD RESEARCH CO., Dept. A26,
P.O. Box 603, Corte 1\ladera, CA. 9C921i.
4/l
PART-TIME JOD afternoon11 & evenings.
Must be over 2l•yeal'll-old. Apply in person-graduate students only, SafeWay
Liquor Store. 5716 1\lenaul NE.
4/l

7l

Candidates Statement:
(Continued {rom page 3)
university, Get out Wednesday and
vote! Let's get together to mak~ a
serious effort at unifying our student
body; please, let me work for you.

......

~

P. M. Duffey-Ingrassia
Katherine B. Fordyce
I have never in the past sought any
elective office, What prompted me to
run for the UNM Senate was my fear
that without fresh student input, the
Senate would cease to function
because of lack of interest. Students
should know where their activity fees,
athletic fees and various other fees
which they pay in addition to their
tuition are going. Communication
between students and senators should
be open at all times.
I would like to see more money for
womens' athletics and increased
coverage for their events. Organizations
which have campus·widc appeal and
that are open to all individuals, such as
the Moun tainccring Club, should
receive increased funding. I also
strongly support the Associated
Women Students, whose goals are solid
and far reaching, and of which I've
recently been appointed recorder.
Although my credentials are limited,
I will work hard for the student$ and
the Senate.
The Women's Film Series concludes
this week with the showing of "The
Black Woman" and usalt of the
Earth."/Tuesday through Friday
12:00..2:30 in Ortega 119 and Tuesday
and Wednesday 8:00 p.m. in Mitchell
Hall 104. Donations accepted.

MISCELLANEOUS

GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWN? Thorn·
Proof tubes, $6.00 pair. Installed thru
Anrll. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
8C2-9100.
tfn
THUNDERDffiD MAGAZINE II taklntr
'ubmfqfona for the next luue. Brlntr
thm to room 206 Journalism.
ALPACA RUGS-$120. Call evenings,
4/1
David, '766-6414. MUST SELL.
Mayoral candidate David Rusk will
be speaking on the mall/Tuesday, April
2/12 noon. He will be speaking on
4
'Bikeways and Buses."

DO YOU NEED.
CASH?
E111l10"1 WHk
dlllll twict WHkiJ

BLOOD
PLASMA

Makers
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

I

The reason I am running for
ASUNM Senate is stmple; I am fed up
with sitthtg on the Qutside looking in.
It is a real drag hearing myself bitching
and complaining about what student
government does or does not do, and
not being able to do very much about
it.
A few of the things I aim to work on
arc: Improve funding and facilities for
the Child Day Care Center.
Improvement of student government,
one aspect being some form of
qualification and incentive for future
Senate candidates. Also, the library
needs to become an improved service
to students. Last. but by no means
least, I want to better the status of
women students on and off campus.
All told, I feel a need to actively
participate in student affairs, and
Senate seems to be as good a way as
any to start.

DONOR CENTER

rii.IIIIIICSUIIa•as•••~•naaM_.

8 am to 5 pm

PROJ•~•~!e.~~~~~EJO

Tuesday -

Saturday

DOCTOR IN

I

RESIDENCE

842-6991
ALBUQUERQUf
1307 CENTRAL NE

Mesa Vista 2035

Phone 277·2530

-....

ZDRBI\·s

NOW ON SALE

GREEK NIGHT CLUB

''Control For Cancer''

Knr
Knslofferson

With Authentic Boosouki Music and Greek Folk Dances

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Folk Dancing Instructed
6 to 9 p.m.

The Story of Laetrile- Acclaimed As A Powerful Tool,
That Provides the Ideal Treatment for the Disease that
Kills over 2,000~000 Men, Women and Children Every
Year.
"LAaTRILI D.STROYS CANCI!R CI!LLS WITH
NO HARMFUL SIDlE I!FFI!CTS"

LUNCH & DINNER SERVED DAILY
featuring Authentic Greek Cuisine
and a complete American Menu
also
Cocktails & Imported Greek Wines,
w'ith Aperitifs

AMERICAN OPINION
BOOKSTORE
The Truth In Time
Store HoUl'tl 9 am-8 pm Weekday• • Wed.

to 9 pm

ssos Loma• Nl!- 285·4178- Albucauercau•

professional belly
dancers from the
middle east

Try our family Restaurant
602 Central SW

2713 Central N.W.

Phone 242·0000

-.1

tlllo

